Baseball Unit Pre-Test

Answer the following questions as best as you can. Try not to leave any questions blank. If you are not sure of an answer, take an educated guess.

1. How many teams are there in Major League Baseball? 30
2. Name three different teams in MLB. ANSWERS WILL VARY

3. How many defensive players are on the field at one time? 9
4. Name each defensive position. PITCHER, CATCHER, FIRST BASE, SECOND BASE, SHORTSTOP, THIRD BASE, LEFT FIELD, RIGHT FIELD, CENTER FIELD

5. Name two different players in MLB and the teams for which they play. ANSWERS WILL VARY

6. What is meant when a pitcher throws a “perfect game?”

A PERFECT GAME IS WHEN A PITCHER THROWS A COMPLETE GAME AND DOES NOT ALLOW A BASERUNNER. (NO WALKS, HITS, HIT BATTMEN, OR RUNNERS REACHING BY ERROR)